The media framing of a toxic celebrity. How the Slovak press portrayed the businessman accused of journalist’s murder
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ABSTRACT:
The term “celebrity” is neutral and designates people with both admirable and intimidating histories. The media tend to overlook the moral dimension of celebrities and frame them by their own rules. This study describes the media framing of a toxic celebrity in Slovakia: the controversial businessman Marián Kočner, currently on trial for ordering the murder of investigative journalist Ján Kuciak in 2018. Long before the killing, Kočner had become well-known to the broader public and appeared as exerting influence on political events. The authors have analysed media texts related to Kočner from 1998 to 2017 and identified 12 generalising frames which could be applied to frame any toxic celebrity. These frames have been aptly titled (Chichikov, mafioso, key player, toxic person, tycoon, Black Peter, Richman, spin doctor, Robin Hood, narcissist, showman, innovator), defined and related to the tonality of the texts (positive, negative, neutral) and to the timeline of Kočner’s media image. The study refers to the only gradually increasing negativity of his media framing along with the overall weak sensitivity of the media to his moral character and highlights the difference between serious and tabloid media, with the framing in the latter focused on luxury and gossip reporting.
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1 Introduction

An individual becomes the subject of the interest of the media predominantly due to their activities and relationships with other persons or events. Publication of information from public and private lives promotes
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2 Theoretical and Social Context

The origin of the word “celebrity” is in the Latin female-genre noun celebritas – which means frequent repetition, celebrity, noisy audience.1 The contemporary English verb celebrate means to perform (a sacrament or solemn ceremony), to mark (something, such as an anniversary) by festivities or to hold up or play up for public notice. The noun celebrity means the state of being celebrated (fame) or a famous or celebrated person.2 Although celebrities are important in society, and social prominent persons have been created with the society since time immemorial, the actual condition for the rise of the term celebrity and its viability was only the development of mass media.3 Theatre, press, film, radio, television, and later the Internet, have brought about rapid development of popular culture and, according to Tolstoy, culture itself began to be fascinated by such forms of public demanour that bear signs of genuine emotion.4 Celebrities and their cult have become a ‘religion’; they began to be worshipped, not for their knowledge and deeds, but based on emotions. People began to turn to them as to those who “were in the know.”5 One would add, however, that not only do celebrities know more, but also that the emotion was – and still is in the contemporary celebrity – aroused predominantly by their appearance; i.e., they look good or at least better, extraordinary, they are interesting and popular for their opinions, attitudes or behaviour. A very good example and, in a way, a breakthrough in the understanding of a celebrity in the present context, are the 1950s when television saw mass development following the cinema in the USA as in one of the first countries in the world and along with it came the cult of famous actors who suddenly became celebrities, such as Marilyn Monroe, James Dean, Marlon Brando, Audrey Hepburn or Elvis Presley.

With the increasing numbers of both media and recipients, an increase in the phenomenon of celebrity therefore occurred, but, simultaneously, also its devaluation, since what was interesting for media and the audience today, will not be so tomorrow. Therefore, ‘old’ celebrities need to find ever new manners of capturing attention, facing the competition of ‘new’ celebrities longing for this famed ‘social status’. This type of overly visible persons is described as ephemeral celebrities by Rojek who coined the term “celeboid”. Those are the people who have not won recognition by having done something exceptional, for instance in science, politics, art, sport, business, but they require the status of celebrity which they strive to achieve by artificially drawing attention to themselves.6 He calls it a “fame attack.”

The fame culture is now as fundamental to the wellbeing of capitalism, as is oil and nuclear energy. Fame culture produces a fame attack in which the desire for celebrity results in obsession personal characteristics and dangerously skewed types of behaviour.7 Naturally, not only on the part of the celebrities, but also on that of their admirers or fans. Rojek draws attention to an opinion acknowledged in sociology that celebrity culture is pathological. His description of “narcissistic personality disorder” may be compared to the behaviour of Marián Kočner in the media: when celebrities believe that they are essentially superior, their behaviour becomes indifferent towards others in the society.8 Due to his contacts with the office of the Attorney General and several judges and to the paid surveillance of journalists, Kočner also experienced the impression of his social superiority. To a great extent, this was discovered only after 2018 and the murder of journalist Jáno Kuciak and his fiancée Martina Kušnírová. Before that, this kind of behaviour may have been perceived by journalists and society only from his public activities and confident media demeanour, even during his several conflicts with politicians and state authorities as well as from his questionable business activities and contacts. These revelations – in contrast with the previously more dominant media status of a successful and influential businessman with political connections who is capable of enjoying life – made him so-called toxic celebrity: a person who degrades politics and the political scene, public values, tarnishing social issues and the discourse about them. Exactly this influence has been described by Bireia with the example of Donald Trump who, as a president, himself assumed the role of the celebrity-in-chief and, in so doing, sought to act in politics in a “non-political” manner.9

To be a celebrity is unambiguously a matter of a story created by the media about the person. Media and social networking sites play a role not only in the birth of a celebrity but also in their fall or desecration, when it is already spoken of a toxic celebrity. An example of the power of the media which, by the coverage of persons, make even a toxic influence of a fabricated celebrity possible, are Jan-Erik Olsson and Clark Oderh Olholson who attempted to rob a bank in Stockholm in 1973. Being unsuccessful, they apprehended four hostages for six days in an attempt to invent something to survive the drama. This criminal act gave rise to the currently well-known term Stockholm Syndrome when the victims developed a positive relationship to their captors. As a result of the mediaisation of this attitude of the hostages, their detailed descriptions of the course of events in the bank as “safe” and the subsequent public accusations against the police whose intervention in an attempt to liberate them they feared more than the acts of the robbers and abductors, two armed Swedes attempting to rob a bank and apprehending people in an effort to exchange them for their own lives became celebrities – toxic celebrities.10

On the contrary, an example of how the media are capable of making a false celebrity, but also in the hope that in media who corrects this false image, is Jimmy Savile, an English TV and radio host. Ever since the disclosure of his sexual deviations, this person non grata and a criminal. According to Bainbridge, it is the media who are capable of ‘fixing’ one’s media image and, by repeatedly covering the actual reality of a person’s behaviour, produce a so-called therapeutic effect. Therefore, the dominant emotional experience related to a person – a celebrity – formed until that time may eventually be changed and the distorted image of a celebrity repaired.11 With elapsing time and by the number of negative mentions, this trend was also detected in the Slovak media in the case of Marián Kočner.
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3 Kočner in the Slovak Media: Bad PR Guru

Maríán Kočner is a graduate of journalism and a self-made businessman who has become a ‘villain celebrity’ phenomenon in Slovakia. After years of intensive coverage by the national media, his name has hit international headlines for allegedly ordering the murder of the Slovak journalist Ján Kuciak in 2018. The young investigative reporter used open-source data to reveal Kočner’s involvement in several criminal activities and the shocking reluctance of state institutions to prosecute him. The investigation of the murder in 2018 – 2019 exposed a complex web of corrupted relations and commercially exploited services between Slovak judges, state security forces, and politicians in place with the objective of manipulating law enforcement. Although the media coverage of Kočner dated close to Kuciak’s killing and its police investigation was already predominantly negative, the long-term press review paints a more diverse picture of the frequency and nature of his portrayal by journalists. 

Kočner was involved in and reported on three main types of events: celebrity news, business and politics-related developments. As a ‘dark celebrity’, the tabloid press and commercial television outlets presented him as a noticeable participant in grand charity happenings, VIP parties, golf tournaments, and other similar events. His wealth provided for his acceptance into the club of the rich and influential, although his companies, which he owned openly or in secret, did not perform traditional economic activities with concrete production output. Instead, his firms primarily pursued speculative financial operations. In 1992, Kočner’s name was introduced to the media as one of the participants in the Technopol tax fraud, along with the then president’s son Michal Kovač Jr., who was subsequently abducted by the state intelligence controlled by allies of Prime Minister Vladimir Mečiar and delivered to Austria. The next scheme of Kočner’s Gamatex company involved the speculative purchase of shares in the private TV Markíza and resulted in August 1998 with the controversial businessman attempting to take control of the television station with the assistance of a security service with a mafia-connected background. In fact, Kočner himself became linked to organised crime as his name was included in the police’s unofficial checklist of mafia associates that was leaked to the media in 2005 and 2011. Most often, Kočner appeared in business-related stories on behalf of one sale of a conflict. When the Slovak government in 2005 announced the plan to buy off properties from small landowners to support a new car plant investment in the Žilina Region, Kočner emerged as their representative and negotiator with the government, and only after the case was resolved did his true benefits from the sale come revealed. In fact, Kočner himself became linked to organised crime as his name was included in the police’s unofficial checklist of mafia associates that was leaked to the media in 2005 and 2011.

However, until the mid-2010s, police and the judiciary turned a blind eye to most suspicions presented against him, who could not be threatened by state prosecutors or be charged with PR. Quite the contrary, he made attempts to exploit his image and high publicity for political purposes. In 2012, a series of SMS messages and videos were leaked that showed the businessman’s past conversation with Richard Sulík, the leader of the then ruling Slovenská demokratická strana. In 2014, Sulík became acknowledged as a powerful actor with influential acquaintances and a noticeable participant in grand charity happenings, VIP parties, golf tournaments, and other similar events. In 2015, Sulík emerged as their representative and negotiator with the Slovak government in 2005 announced the plan to buy off properties from small landowners to support a new car plant investment in the Žilina Region, Kočner emerged as their representative and negotiator with the government, and only after the case was resolved did his true benefits from the sale come revealed. In fact, Kočner himself became linked to organised crime as his name was included in the police’s unofficial checklist of mafia associates that was leaked to the media in 2005 and 2011.

In fact, Kočner’s involvement in several criminal activities and the shocking reluctance of state institutions to prosecute him. The investigation of the murder in 2018 – 2019 exposed a complex web of corrupted relations and commercially exploited services between Slovak judges, state security forces, and politicians in place with the objective of manipulating law enforcement. Although the media coverage of Kočner dated close to Kuciak’s killing and its police investigation was already predominantly negative, the long-term press review paints a more diverse picture of the frequency and nature of his portrayal by journalists. 

Kočner was involved in and reported on three main types of events: celebrity news, business and politics-related developments. As a ‘dark celebrity’, the tabloid press and commercial television outlets presented him as a noticeable participant in grand charity happenings, VIP parties, golf tournaments, and other similar events. His wealth provided for his acceptance into the club of the rich and influential, although his companies, which he owned openly or in secret, did not perform traditional economic activities with concrete production output. Instead, his firms primarily pursued speculative financial operations. In 1992, Kočner’s name was introduced to the media as one of the participants in the Technopol tax fraud, along with the then president’s son Michal Kovač Jr., who was subsequently abducted by the state intelligence controlled by allies of Prime Minister Vladimir Mečiar and delivered to Austria. The next scheme of Kočner’s Gamatex company involved the speculative purchase of shares in the private TV Markíza and resulted in August 1998 with the controversial businessman attempting to take control of the television station with the assistance of a security service with a mafia-connected background. In fact, Kočner himself became linked to organised crime as his name was included in the police’s unofficial checklist of mafia associates that was leaked to the media in 2005 and 2011.

The subject under investigation is examined by the framing method which is based on the sorting of collected (research) material and the subsequent naming of frames. Frames themselves may be perceived as a stereotypical structure associated with a whole range of linguistic (as well as visual) means, i.e., the knowledge of a frame allows the manner of the portrayal of an individual, a group or a situation to be predicted; and vice versa, the awareness of the idea of how a ‘subject should go through’ is related to a particular frame as a repertoire of the means suitable for that. When consulting theory, the first choice is one of the key framing theoristsEntman, according to whom “[f]rame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient (…) to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” Therefore, it is also the case that frames represent models of interpretation allowing a change of perspective and representing universal knowledge, although one may also agree with the statement that frames as such are anchored in the cognitive system of each individual, while significantly affected by super-individual social processes, i.e., individual cognitive experience confronted with the common cognitive experience. All the above finds its application in Cappello and Jamieson’s work. 

The authors perceive framing as more than just setting an agenda, as it not only brings events to the foreground (while omitting others), but also provides a manner of “thinking about them”. The media framing of the person of Maríán Kočner is motivated by the conviction that it is his story on which the process of celebrityisation may be convincingly captured in the environment of the Slovak media. As stated by Gaffney and Holmes, framing can reveal what is becoming important and what is being left behind; what is being process of appointing a new Attorney General and other behind-the-scenes issues at the top level. Media referred to the scandal as the Saska (anomie) files and covered it widely just over a month before the early parliamentary election, which resulted in a landslide victory of the Smer–SD Social Democratic Party and its shift from opposition to the one-party government. Although Šulík apologised to the public and to his party for what he interpreted as ‘a beginner politician’s mistake’, his potential ties with Kočner became a recurring subject of criticism in both the media and Smer–SD’s rhetoric.

Still, as part of the investigation of Kuciak’s murder, Kočner’s private text messages were exposed and signalled that he had invested some 200,000 Euros to finance the journalists’ illegal surveillance. Moreover, he had cooperated with a number of police and intelligence service officials under the Smer–SD administration to obtain the private data of journalists he had intended to use in a bid to counter authors of articles exposing his own dubious financial transactions. The revelations were published while Kočner himself was imprisoned on charges of forgery promissory notes worth 69 million Euros on behalf of TV Markíza and obstructing justice; in 2020, he was found guilty in the case and sentenced to 19 years in prison. In contrast, Kočner was found not guilty on charges of ordering Kuciak’s murder but in 2020 the Supreme Court rejected the verdict and initiated a re-trial. 

4 Materials and Methods

The subject under investigation is examined by the framing method which is based on the sorting of collected (research) material and the subsequent naming of frames. Frames themselves may be perceived as a stereotypical structure associated with a whole range of linguistic (as well as visual) means, i.e., the knowledge of a frame allows the manner of the portrayal of an individual, a group or a situation to be predicted; and vice versa, the awareness of the idea of how a ‘subject should go through’ is related to a particular frame as a repertoire of the means suitable for that. When consulting theory, the first choice is one of the key framing theoristsEntman, according to whom “[f]rame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient (…) to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described.” Therefore, it is also the case that frames represent models of interpretation allowing a change of perspective and representing universal knowledge, although one may also agree with the statement that frames as such are anchored in the cognitive system of each individual, while significantly affected by super-individual social processes, i.e., individual cognitive experience confronted with the common cognitive experience. All the above finds its application in Cappello and Jamieson’s work. The authors perceive framing as more than just setting an agenda, as it not only brings events to the foreground (while omitting others), but also provides a manner of “thinking about them”. The media framing of the person of Maríán Kočner is motivated by the conviction that it is his story on which the process of celebrityisation may be convincingly captured in the environment of the Slovak media. As stated by Gaffney and Holmes, framing can reveal what is becoming important and what is being left behind; what is being...
forms in the sphere of longform journalistic materials. áková and motivated by the appearance or occurrence of new genre approach to genres developed by Ron č (of his name). Subsequently, we (personally) selected opinion pieces, with their identification drawing on the service. We have selected texts containing at least one mention of Marián Kočner (including various variants of his name). For the selection of texts, we used the paid Newton Media database since 2017, in following the successive development of the media image of this particular toxic celebrity, this year would overwhelm the sample. That is all the more the case with the following year, as on 21st February 2018 Slovakia was shaken by the murder of Ján Kuciak, an investigative reporter, and his fiancée Martina Kučírová, with Kočner being suspicious and subsequently charged of ordering the murder.

In the sample, all print and online periodicals with nationwide coverage were included – a total of 38 titles. The most important of them were the dailies SME, Pravda, Hospodárske noviny, Denník N and Nocný Čas, the weeklies Plus 7 deň, týždeň and Trend, and the online daily Aktuálne.sk. From these nine media, came 404 of the 484 sample items (83%). For the selection of texts, we used the paid Newton Media database service. We have selected texts containing at least one mention of Marián Kočner (including various variants of his name). Subsequently, we (personally) selected opinion pieces, with their identification drawing on the approach to genres developed by Rončáková and motivated by the appearance or occurrence of new genre forms in the sphere of longform journalistic materials. In addition to the traditional commentary, column, editorial or feuilleton, numerous instances of such texts that allow for Rončáková’s categorisation of hard longform text, soft longform text or analysis may be found. As a rule, those genres are concerned which have a stable place in Anglo-Saxon genre terminology. Opinion texts were more suitable for our research goal than news, because they explicitly express an opinion and therefore carry more clearly formulated frames.

From the entire group of 4,822 journalistic texts about Marián Kočner, a sample of 484 opinion texts has been extracted. It is significant that the number of texts mentioning Kočner has an increasing trend (Figure 1). All Slovak printed media with national coverage are represented (daily newspapers, magazines, online news media).

\[\text{Figure 1: The development of the number of texts over time}\
\text{Source: Own processing with data from the Newton Media service MediaSearch}\]

For each examined text, in addition to the identification variables (date, medium, author), we recorded two analytical variables:
- tonality,
- frame.

In one text, several frames may have been present. The average number of frames determined in one text was 1.5. A qualitative approach was adopted with the researcher performing “close (or ethnographic) reading of mass-media texts” with the emphasis on in-depth examination, even on the impressions and internal reactions of the researcher who is considered a relevant representative of norms, principles and customs of their culture. Tone was examined individually, and the findings subsequently objectified in a collective discussion. In the category of frames, each member of the research team made detailed notes which were subsequently categorised, named and in problematic cases verified in a discussion.

5 Results

The tonality of the text was examined in relation to the person of Marián Kočner (regardless of the dominant subject of the article). We determined one of the following options: positive, negative or neutral tonality (Figure 2). In nearly two thirds of the commentaries the tonality was negative, one third of them consisted of neutral articles.

\[\text{Figure 2: Tonality of the texts}\
\text{Source: Own processing}\]

From the viewpoint of development in time (Figure 3), the share of negative texts was increasing significantly, depending on the particular piece of news that attracted the attention of the media. The peaks of media attention may be placed to years 2004 (the KIA case), 2006 (running for the office of the mayor of the capital city of Bratislava), 2008 (the waste dump in Pezinok scandal), 2012 (the Sasanka and Glance House scandals) and 2016 (conflicts between Marián Kočner and several representatives of socio-political life, full of mutual accusations of questionable contacts, contradictory information and dubious economic practices). Only in the beginnings of the media interest in Kočner (TV Markíza, KIA, the mayor of Bratislava), were the neutral and negative assessments in balance; in all the following cases the negative assessment was predominant.

The qualitative analysis of the frames related to the person of Kočner yielded 12 categories which were named in the following manner:

• Chichikov,
• mafioso,
• major player,
• toxic person,
• supercitizen,
• Black Peter,
• rich man,
• spin doctor,
• Robin Hood,
• narcissus,
• showman,
• innovator.

The order of their occurrence is expressed in Figure 4.

Figure 3: The development of tonality over time
Source: Own processing

By the term “Chichikov” we designated a speculator, a fraud and an unprincipled racketeer, a questionable businessman capable of creatively finding loopholes in laws when it comes to their benefit and profit, unaware that a he has no legs and sometimes their activities come across as pathetic.

The term “mafioso” captures a spectrum of characteristics ranging from a person with contacts – even criminal underworld connections – able to arrange anything, to an actual mafioso, as Kočner began to be perceived by the media in the last years captured in our sample. A typical journalistic phrase to refer to Kočner was ‘a person on the mafia lists’, referring to the information leaked directly from police databases about the businessman’s activities balancing on the edge of the law. In later phases, it was typical to emphasize Kočner’s friendship with various prominent politicians and influential persons. The “mafioso” activities of the examined person linked speculators with the underworld as well as with the representatives of the State.

The phrase “major player” designates the frame including the presentation of Kočner as an important and noteworthy person – regardless of a positive, neutral or negative meaning. Journalists have framed him in this manner in various contexts: from showbusiness (a celebrity) to business (a relevant partner) to politics (an influential player). Kočner was presented as a sufficiently interesting, well-known and powerful person. Along with his business and political importance, his standing on the media market (in relation to TV Markíza) was also of particular resonance.

A “toxic person” is a label for the frame presenting Kočner as a man ‘on the dark side’ – noxious to the country, acting against the public interest and the common good, a sort of dangerous virus infecting anything it comes to contact with. Later, some began to use the Slovak police-jargon term “zavádová” (in English objectionable, defective) person, i.e., a person who is suspicious and potentially dangerous.

The term “supercitizen” denotes the frame for a rustian, a rude and arrogant fraud who abuses his power and standing to laugh in the face of the law and rules. As if the law could not reach him; at worst he pays a minor fine for its violation.

The designation “Black Peter” refers to Kočner as a person with whom nobody wants ‘even to be seen’, because it would cause them problems. This frame is related to that of “toxic person” – friendship or contact with Kočner was mentioned by journalists in order to discredit politicians, and therefore nobody wanted to be associated with him.

As a “rich man”, Kočner was presented in relation to his wealth which he proudly avowed and delighted in displaying. Chiefly commentators from tabloid media would point out his participation in events organised by influential and affluent personalities; however, there were also articles about his charitable help to children in a foster institution or about his offer of a high financial prize to those citizens who would come to vote in municipal elections.

The term “spin doctor” refers to the image of Kočner as a strategic manipulator and a liar who delights in information games, enjoys the attention of cameras and microphones but is untrustworthy, presenting hoaxes to confuse the public. Especially in the later phases of his career, he would organise press conferences, present his unusual knowledge of the backroom of politics and style himself as a ‘merchant with information’.

The nickname “Robin Hood” has beenchosen for a protector and avenger of the oppressed who uses his wit, creativity, wealth and influence to serve the weak. He acts as a righteous champion defending common people and opposing the schemes of unjust and dishonest potentates. He makes use of original, untraditional and perhaps questionable methods, but it is all for a good cause. He is celebrated as a generous and magnanimous philanthropist. Kočner was framed by the media in this manner chiefly in relation to the sale of land under the KIA automobile factory, when he himself had bought strategic parcels and led the group of dissatisfied citizens fighting with the government for higher purchase prices.

“Narcissus” is a denomination of an ambitious player desiring influence and fame, but whose ambition exceeds their actual influence and possibilities, which often makes them appear rather as a pretentious clown, an adventurer and a dubious lightweight.

The term “showman” denotes a peculiar, yet clever, creative, witty, and courageous person with original, at times curious ideas, with a sense of eccentric humour and the sources to bring their ideas into effect. A dandy with drive who has no hesitations to bring show and showbusiness to politics. This frame was most often observed in relation to the topic of Kočner’s run for the mayor of Bratislava when he proposed free public transport in the capital.
The term “innovator” refers to a reasonable solution seeker capable of viewing a problem outside the box and putting forward an idea, possibly curious, but close to the people and worthy of consideration. This frame was also most frequent in relation to public transport in Bratislava, but it also occurred in relation to Kočner’s ownership of the dilapidated, once famous spa close to his place of birth (Korytnica) or to the waste dump in Pezinok in the context of his project of a modern plasma waste incinerator.

The frames “Robin Hood”, “narcissus”, “showman” and “innovator” appeared at the beginning of Kočner’s media coverage and later waned or gradually disappeared. On the contrary, the frames “Chichikov”, “mafioso”, “toxic person” and “Black Peter” appeared with increasing frequency and culminated in the last years under examination or exactly in the last year (Chichikov and mafioso). The frame “spin doctor” was observed for the first time only in 2012 and since then it constantly increased. The frame “major player” appeared relatively steadily over time, as well as the less frequent frames of rich man and supercitizen. For illustration, the development of the four most frequent frames (more than 80 occurrences) over time is as follows:

Frames were obviously related to tonality (Figure 9): some were nearly exclusively negative (Chichikov, mafioso, supercitizen, Black Peter, toxic person, spin doctor), other contained a strong neutral component (major player, showman, rich man), or even a positive component (Robin Hood, innovator).

The interdependence of the variables of frame and tonality was also confirmed by the Chi-squared test with the resulting p-value of 1.44873E-78, i.e., deep under the common significance level of 0.05.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The aim of our research was to name and characterise media frames attached to a toxic celebrity. Researchers in the fields of framing and celebrity studies were offered 12 categories that were defined and described. Simultaneously, the development of such media framing in time was observed on the example of a businessman, a backroom political player and a person charged of property crimes and of ordering a politically motivated murder.

It was shown that the media image of a toxic celebrity became gradually negative: from relatively balanced negative-neutral with elements of positivity to distinctively negative. Journalists seem to be no prophets in society, but only ordinary observers of the developments yielding to sympathies and red herrings. It needs to be observed, however, that some media (and journalists) vigorously defended this prophetic position from the beginning, regardless of the prevalent opinion. Yet, their voices were drowned out.
Studies associated with the concept of a toxic celebrity. In this manner, we introduce a new theoretical element to the knowledge in the fields of media and celebrity.

Research continues with reflection of the frames and findings in in-depth interviews with direct witnesses of Kočner's activities in the Slovak social, political and media environments (mainly from the ranks of journalists).

Nevertheless, our sample contained only opinion (not news) genres typical for elite press and, as a result, tabloid content was somewhat limited. Therefore, it will be interesting for further research to examine the tabloid framing of Marián Kočner. Possibly also the news framing, although, in this case, the quantitative methodological approach would be more appropriate with regard to the quantity of the texts. It would also be beneficial to apply our frames to similar toxic celebrities in other countries and to compare the findings. The research continues with reflection of the frames and findings in in-depth interviews with direct witnesses of Kočner's activities in the Slovak social, political and media environments (mainly from the ranks of journalists).

In this manner, we introduce a new theoretical element to the knowledge in the fields of media and celebrity studies associated with the concept of a toxic celebrity.
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